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Abstract— We propose a multistage multi-user detector for Code Division
Multiple Access that implements Mean-Field Annealing. Annealing is a well
known technique to avoid local minima in detection and optimisation prob-
lems. Local minima certainly occurs in CDMA multi-user detection leading
to anomalous Bit Error Rate curves. Annealing is implemented as a standard
multi-user detector implementing interference cancellation, but with a control
parameter determining the slope of the squashing/mapping function. We de-
rive a bound on the control parameter for the first stage of the detector. We
also propose an annealing scheme. We show empirically the performance of the
proposed detector, which follows closely the optimum detector implemented by
exhaustive search, i.e. has gains of several dB’s compared to standard multi-
user detectors like linear-MMSE, linear-MMSE first stage followed by inter-
ference cancellation, and multi-stage interference cancellation with clipped soft
decision, the last being the closest to our proposed detector. The proposed detec-
tor gains up to   dB compared to the Clipped Soft Decision Multistage detector
at no added complexity.
Keywords— CDMA, Multistage Multi-User Detection, Interference Cancel-
lation, Anomalous  -curves.
I. INTRODUCTION
Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum code division multiple ac-
cess (DS-CDMA) systems have desirable properties to achieve a
high spectral efficient system. These are robustness against chan-
nel impairments, such as dispersion and fading, having graceful
degradation, and ease of cellular planning by dynamic channel
sharing at various data rates [1]; all resulting in smooth handling
of different Quality of Services (QoS) and a high overall network
capacity. In order to achieve this high capacity the detector has
to implement Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection which is well
known to have exponential complexity in the number of users and
the coherence time of the channel. Based on this fact much at-
tention has been used in deriving near optimal low complexity
receivers [2]. One of the most promising suggestions for such
a detector is multistage Interference Cancellation, either imple-
mented by successive or parallel structure resulting in the (SIC)
or (PIC) [3], [4]. In these detectors a non-linearity is used to sep-
arate out the transmitted symbols from various users. In case of
binary signalling the most used non-linearities are sign, tangent
hyperbolic or clipped soft decision. In the first stages of the de-
tector linear functions are often used instead of the non-linearity
[2] i.e. implementing iteratively a decorrelating or Linear MMSE
detector in the first stages [5]. The multistage detector with sign
squashing function can be seen as a local search based optimiser
for the ML solution, which has convergence to a (local) minimum
of the negative log-likelihood. Convergence to a local minimum
is also observed for the softer non-linearities hyperbolic tangent
and clipped soft decision. In this contribution will we empirically
show that these local minima of the negative log-likelihood lead
to a Bit Error Rate ( 
	 ) curve that is in excess of the inherent

	 behaviour of the optimal detector. This excess 
	 be-
haviour should be contrasted to the inherent 	 -floor reported
in [6] though related. We will explain this relation. The local
minima lead to an excess BER for the local search based multi-
stage receiver compared to that using exact enumeration. This fact
leads us to the main contribution, namely a multistage detector
structure that implements Annealing. Annealing is a well known
[7] general applicable heuristic to avoid local minima in search
based NP-hard optimisation like the travelling salesman problem,
graph partitioning etc. Annealing originates from condensed mat-
ter physics [8]. Here annealing is the process in which a solid in a
heat bath is heated up to a level where all the particles has a total
random ordering, then the heat bath is cooled down slowly so the
particles can arrange them self in a highly ordered lattice struc-
ture, the temperature at which the solid goes from dominating
random order to dominating lattice order is the critical tempera-
ture. The kind of annealing we will use is Mean-Field Annealing.
We will suggest an annealing scheme that avoids most of the lo-
cal minima, maintaining the polynomial law complexity of the
conventional multistage receivers. We show empirically that this
scheme obtains a similar performance to exact enumeration. The
paper is organised as follows: In section II we describe the mod-
ulation and channel model, in III we review optimal detectors, in
section IV we explain the concept of equilibrium distributions, in
section V we derive the mean-field detector, in VI we describe the
annealing heuristic and derive a conservative estimate of the (in-
verse) starting temperature, then this is followed by Monte Carlo
simulations in section VII, and finally we conclude VIII.
II.  USERS CHIP SYNCHRONOUS CDMA MODEL
Assuming a stationary AWGN channel, and BPSK modulation
the received base band CDMA signal can be modelled as
 (1)
after chip waveform matched filtering, assuming the chip wave-
form to fulfil the Nyquist criterion. Where ﬀ is the re-
ceived signal, ﬁﬃﬂ "!$#%!%&(' are the transmitted bits for the 
users, )*ﬂ,+.-/ 0 #-/ 0 &
021
' are the spreading codes for the 
users with 3 chips and unit energy, and 45ﬀ is zero mean
white Gaussian noise with variance 6.7 
098
7
.
We process the received signal  by a bank of filters matched
to the spreading codes obtaining
:;9<=4><9?A@B4DC (2)
where we have defined the correlation matrix of the spreading
codes @EF < GHJI
K$I and the transformed noise CDF < 
which now has covariance 6 7 @ . All together this defines the like-
lihood of the transmitted bits assuming everything else for known
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III. ML AND MEAN POSTERIOR DETECTOR
This section just serves as a review of optimal detectors [2].
The detector that minimises the Bit Error Rate ( 
	 ) is the sign
mean posterior estimator
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under equal apriori probability of the transmitted bits, and where
we have defined}
M~wR
!
T
w<2Mu@H%Rx=<9:c;# (5)
 being the identity matrix. The detector that minimises the prob-
ability of error is the maximum likelihood receiver
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As seen both detectors can be implemented by the same summa-
tion structure, but with different  ,  acts as a control parameter
which in physics would correspond to the inverse temperature.
We also defined
}
M~
R which can be viewed as the cost function
of the problem or the energy. It should be noticed that both of
these detectors has exponential complexity.
IV. EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION
Before we start with the derivation of the detector we first
look into the concept of equilibrium distributions via the un-
normalised KL-divergence, in physics denoted the free energy.
We formulate this for general  . The ergodic equilibrium distri-
bution 
z
M~
R at a specified  is the distribution that minimises the
free energy defined as
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where we define Q 
z
as the average with respect to 
z
M~
R
. We see
that the minimum is obtained for the 
z
M~wR that also minimizes
the KL-divergence
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a$b the normalising constant is
independent of 
z
M~
R
. We see from this that when we can choose

z
M~
R freely to globally minimise the KL-divergence we get the
ergodic equilibrium distribution
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i.e. the posterior at the fixed  , with zero KL-divergence.
The two optimal detectors considered in the last section were
found by knowing the posterior mean  

z
at   -
ª
Y and
D«­¬ respectively when 
z
M~
R is the ergodic equilibrium dis-
tribution. Until now we have rewritten the posterior distribution
as the ergodic equilibrium distribution, although nice we haven’t
gained anything in terms of complexity. For that reason we con-
strain the family of 
z
M~
R so that averages like 
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and
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become tractable. Such a constraint implies that
we can not minimize the KL-divergence to zero, instead we de-
fine a constrained equilibrium distribution 
z
M~
R as a distribution
that within the constrained family is a (local) minimum of the free
energy, which approximates the ergodic equilibrium distribution.
V. CONSTRAINING THE EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION,
MEAN-FIELD DETECTOR
In this section will we constrain the distribution 
z
M~wR to the
factorised family of distributions over ®¯ﬂ"!§#O!%& ' with °O± 
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where ·
z
M
²
R for ² Hﬂ !$#  & parameterises the distribution at the
specified  . We have ~°O± 
z
½·
z
M
²
R and hence  
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z
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where ¾
z
is the vector of the · ] ± b
z
’s. We now calculate the free
energy (7), with respect to this distribution
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where we used that the distribution factorises. The constrained
equilibrium distribution is the distribution that is a minimum of
the constrained free energy i.e.
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isolating · ] ± b
z
we get the mean-field equations
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Iterating the mean-field equations at a specified  for the different
²
ﬂ !$#

& is our multistage mean-field detector, each iteration
corresponding to one stage. When converged we have obtained
the constrained equilibrium distribution. We see that in the limit
³«É¬ we have
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corresponding to local ML optimisation, also known as hard in-
terference cancellation. If we set  Ê-
ª
Y we have the distribution
in the family that approximates the mean posterior detector, also
known as soft interference cancellation. If we update one · ] ± b
z
at a time, we have Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC),
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Fig. 1. Mean-Field Successive Interference Cancellation Unit.
if we update all we have parallel (PIC). In this contribution will
we restrict our selves to successive updates, since this guaranties
that we don’t increase the free energy (7) in any iteration/stage.
On figure (1) we have drawn a Mean-Field Successive Interfer-
ence Cancellation Unit (MF-SICU), corresponding to the update
of equation (14) for one ² , bold lines means vector signals and
thin lines are scalar signals, ² indicates the user and Ñ indicates
the stage/iteration. If we wire together  MF-SICU’s we have
one stage, on figure (2) a typical Ò -stage mean-field detector is
shown.
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Fig. 2. D-stage Mean-Field Successive Interference Cancellation detector.
VI. MEAN-FIELD ANNEALING
The reason for introducing annealing is due to the non-convex
structure of the energy (5). The existence of local minima is due
to the correlation matrix of the spreading codes @ being close to
singular or singular. This is also described in [6], in the extreme
case where X@ is exact singular. This implies equal energy of a
local minimum and the true minimum implying that even the ML-
detector implemented by exhaustive search will for some fraction
of the possible bit vectors  report an erroneous minimum, this
leads to the inherent 
	 -floor of the exhaustive search ML de-
tector. What we are considering here is similar, namely close to
singular behaviour which leads to local minima, the closer to sin-
gular the closer the corresponding energy is to the global energy
minimum. In this case, local search for the global minimum will
have difficulties in avoiding the local minima and hence will expe-
rience a 
	 -curve in excess of the exhaustive ML 
	 -curve.
All these effects of course have to be compared with the noise
level 6 7 
08
7
. If the effects are small compared to the noise
level, i.e. have low probability of leading to a erroneous detec-
tion compared to the probability of the noise making an erroneous
detection, the 
	 -curve will follow the normal ’water fall’ be-
haviour. At some Öq×Ø	 the effect of the local minima can be seen
as a bifurcation away from the exhaustive ML 	 -curve. At an
even higher Öq×Ø	 where the singular effect becomes dominating
the ML 
	 -curve will diverge from the ’water fall’ behaviour,
because of the erroneous minima with the same energy. These
three domains are in full accordance with large system limit re-
sults [9], [10].
To avoid local minima we use annealing. The problem to be
solved is that of finding the global minimum amongst many local
minima in the objective function. The idea is to weight a non-
convex parts of the objective function relative to a convex part
of the objective function. Here the free energy of the previous
chapter can be viewed as the objective function and  as the rel-
ative weight. When  ÙÂ we only have a convex part in the
objective function, i.e. one minimum in the corresponding free
energy  Ó . The convex part is believed to be dominating for 
up to some critical =Ú , so below .Ú the objective function still
only poses one minimum. Just above =Ú more than one minimum
exists, amongst which the global one, if unique, has to be found.
The closer  comes to  Ú the closer the location of the solution
comes to the global minimum at the desired  Ô . If the minimum
from just below =Ú is used as an initial guess to the solution just
above .Ú the obtained minimum amongst all the local minima
will be the one that lies closest. Which we hope is the global one.
Since the global minimum has the lowest energy it also domi-
nates the most, so the hope can be fulfilled with high probability.
The increase in  from below to above =Ú has to be carried out
slowly in order to get as close to the global minimum as possi-
ble before crossing  Ú . The reason is the way we solve for the
minimum at the specified  , because if we take a too large step
in one direction, then this influences the other directions. Large
steps obviously occur if we change  in large steps over  Ú .
Mean-Field annealing can now be implemented by choosing a
serie of accenting  ’s: 
-JÛ

7
Û
ÃO
Û

Ô , and solving the
equations (14) for each of the  ’s, using the solution ¾³Ü +¨
z
found
at the previous 
Ë
+.-
as initial guess ¾¿Ü
z
on the actual 
Ë
. At 
-
some arbitrary initial guess on ¾ ¨
z
can be used, since if 
-XÝ

Ú
only one solution exists. A multistage SIC that implements Mean-
Field Annealing can be constructed be reusing the Mean-Field
multistage detector on figure (2) by increasing  in some of the
stages.
From the above discussion two considerations has to be made:
Þ The choice of the value of 
-
that is below  Ú .
Þ How fast  should be increased towards the desired  Ô .
The choice made on the two above considerations determines
the Annealing Scheme.
The critical .Ú can, in the CDMA setting, be lower bounded
by considering the fix-point equations (14). We see the argument
of ÄÅVm,Æ9M  R in equation (14) is linear in ¾
z
the maximal slope
in any direction of ¾
z
is determined by the maximal eigenvalue
of   Mu@³OR . If the slope is less than one, independently of
:
, the equations (14) only poses one solution, since ÄÅVm,ÆM  R is
antisymmetric sigmoid with slope ! in zero. We now let ßgà
Ë¦á
denote the minimum eigenvalue of @ , then the maximal slope is

MQ!,
ß
à
Ë¦á
R
, this slope is equal to one for   -
-l+^âã
äæå
Û
=Ú i.e.
lower bounds the critical =Ú . Since @ is the correlation matrix of
the unit energy spreading codes, @ is positive semi-definite. This
implies that the worst case ßgà
Ë¦á
over all sets of spreading codes
equals zero hence  ÚÌç -
-l+âVã
ä¦å
ç
!
. Using 
-
è! ensures
that only one unique solution exists to the equations (14) for all
spreading codes.
The bound on  Ú can also explain why the multistage detector
used in [6] with clipped soft decision (CSD) squashing/mapping
function works so well. It simply operates in the region where
only one solution exists, since if an  was introduced it equals
one, and for the CSD this is enough, for the same reasons as for
ÄÅ§mÆ.M

R
, to ensure the existence of one unique solution. In mod-
erate loaded systems '0 é
Ý
! the energy differences of the
local minima to the global one are for typical @ large, hence in
a typical transmission the solution is not influenced that much by
the local minima.
The second issue is more complex, and we haven’t yet found an
answer. According to the optimal detector theory, the desired  Ô
that on average minimises the ?	 is  Ô  -
ª
Y
. In case of no
local minima at  Ô for any set of spreading sequences we would
just solve the equations (14) at the desired  Ô . So we know the
starting 
-
and the terminating  Ô , but the graduation in between
yet still has to be determined. One notion is the distribution of
the minimum eigenvalue ß
à
Ëæá
of @ which is distributed between
zero and one skewed to one side depending on the load of the
number of users  to the number of chips 3 denoted éA '0 .
In an actual system this distribution can serve as a guide to de-
termining the grading of the  ’s. Here we assume the minimum
eigenvalue of Mu@4R to be distributed uniformly between zero and
one, that means !ê ßgà
Ë¦á
also is distributed uniformly between
zero and one. So the inverse  should be spaced equally from !
down to  +9-
Ô

6
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where Ò is the number of different  ’s.
VII. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
To have a reference for the performance we choose the same
parameter settings as in [6]’s second simulation. The number of
users is  ¢ì and the spreading factor is 3 !Oí i.e. a moder-
ate load of é³Ù-
7
. Before we go to the actual 
	 -simulations,
we show an example where local minima exists in conjunction
with the global minimum. We generate a set of spreading codes
 so @ has one singular value. We transmit a vector  that has an
unique maximum of the energy (5). So exhaustive maximum like-
lihood search finds the right solution with no errors in the  Aì
bits. If we use the detector used in [6] i.e. a multistage detector
with clipped soft decision mapping/squashing function and  î!
initialised in zero, we get one error out of eight in this particular
case, i.e. the unique solution, see the previous section, is dom-
inated by at least one more minimum than the global minimum
of the energy. Using a multistage detector similar to the previous
but with ÄÅVm,ÆM  R as squashing function, i.e. solving the equations
(14) with  ! initialised in zero, also introduced one error, by
the same reasons. For this particular transmission we now want
to find all the solutions ¾
z
of the equations (14) as a function
of  . We randomly initialised the starting ¾
z
from the uniform
distribution on the values ï^ð P¢!
Ý
ð
Ý
!Vñ§' in order to get
different solutions. We iterated the equations at fixed  until con-
vergence. The solutions overlap-distance to the transmitted bits
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Fig. 3. Different solutions to the Mean-Field equations (14) at various ò ’s for one
particular transmission.
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, defined here as ó M  RÌ' +a <gôØõ
7
is plotted on figure (3).
This definition of the overlap-distance tells how far in number of
soft bits the found solution ¾
z
is to the transmitted bits  . If we
start at low  we see that only one solution exists in accordance
with the theory of annealing, when we increase  the overlap-
distance becomes smaller and closer to one. At  ½! still only
one solution exists in accordance with our conservative estimate
of  Ú . Between ! and
T
a new solution starts to coexists, we have a
bifurcation, which means that the ’most’ critical =Ú for this trans-
mission lies between ! and
T
. This indicates that the bound on =Ú
is tight. The best of the two solutions continuous towards zero,
whereas the bad one lies further and further away. At Göî÷ the
bad solution bifurcates again. Around ëö ì it again bifurcates.
At  ø-
ª
Y we have drawn a vertical line indicating the desired

Ô . We solved at the desired  Ô the equations (14) starting in
zero. The solution is marked with a cross, which certainly marks
a wrong solution. At the desired  Ô only ì out of the
T$ù
í ran-
dom initialisations converged to the good solution. We now did
T§ù
í random initialisations at 
-
ú! i.e. below =Ú and chose

Ô


-
Ó
 -
ª
Y and used the annealing scheme described in
equation (16), at each  we only used two iterations, so a total of
T
Â iterations/stages per random start. All the
T§ù
í initialisations
converged to the true solution with no errors!, the same did the
one initialised in zero.
We also did a 
	 -simulation of the system with  ¯ì and
3
û!Oí as in [6]. Here we used three different detectors. The
first being the exhaustive search ML detector; the second the mul-
tistage detector used in [6] with clipped soft decision initialised in
zero and a  î! for
T
Â stages; the third a Mean-Field Annealing
multistage detector with !ÃÂ  ’s, 
-
¯! and  Ô  
-
Ó
ü-
ª
Y , at
each  we used two iterations i.e. also
T
Â stages. The results can
be seen on figure (4).
The inherent 	 -floor is seen close to the prediction
ù

÷$÷
!ÃÂq+ý found in [6]. The three domains described in section (VI)
can easily be seen. Above bit error rates of þ !ÃÂq+
7
all the de-
tectors follows closely the exhaustive search ML detector with a
typical waterfall behaviour. From here the Clipped Soft Decision
(CSD) detector bifurcates away from the exhaustive ML-detector
indicating the influence of local minima in the energy. The Mean-
Field Annealing detector avoids this influence from local minima
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Fig. 4. ^ performance of exhaustive search ML (solid line), Clipped Soft Deci-
sion multistage detector (dashed), and the proposed Mean-Field Annealing de-
tector (solid with stars) all lower bounded by the single user performance (also
solid). The parameters are ß   and   .
down to 
	 í  !ÃÂ +
	 at í dB, this 	 is reached by the CSD
at  dB. The local minima influence on the Mean-Field Annealing
detector is fairly small, and the detector is close to the exhaustive
ML detector. But still there exists some excess errors compared to
exhaustive ML search method, indicating that a better annealing
scheme could be invented.
We also did simulations for a larger system  
T
Â and
3

T
þ , i.e. a fairly loaded system é '0  -
-
7
, but because
of the longer spreading sequences the probability of a singular @
is lower than in the above example even though the load is higher.
The results can be seen on figure (5). The two of the detectors
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Fig. 5. ^ performance of Clipped Soft Decision multistage detector (dashed),
the proposed Mean-Field Annealing detector (solid with stars), Linear MMSE
(solid with small dots), Multistage detector with first stage Linear MMSE (solid
with diamonds), all lower bounded by the single user performance (also solid).
The parameters are ß    and     .
are identical to those in the previous simulation. The two oth-
ers are linear MMSE, and a multistage detector with first stage
linear MMSE followed by
T
Â stages of Mean-Field detection at


-
ª
Y
. The first thing that should be noted is the complexity
of the two last detectors which are higher than the two first due to
the matrix inversion. One interpretation of the multistage detector
with first stage linear MMSE, is as annealing with two  ’s the first
being very close to zero the second with 
7


Ô
 -
ª
Y
. The
reason for this is that the linear MMSE detector can be derived by
expanding the equations (14) to second order in  around  AÂ ,
i.e. is valid for very small  ’s, but in the domain where only one
solution exists. Then we decrease  to the desired  Ô  -
ª
Y in
one large step, which we know from the theory of annealing can
go arbitrary wrong. The results on figure (5) follow those from the
first example. Again the Mean-Field Annealing detector performs
better than the CSD detector by around ! dB. The two detectors
based on the linear MMSE detector have an increasingly perfor-
mance gap to the Mean-Field Annealing detector of more than
ù
dB at a 
	 !ÃÂ +
	 . Again the CSD bifurcates away from the
Mean-Field Annealing detector at ÷ dB. Whereas it seems like a
bifurcation of the Mean-Field Annealing detector at  dB but with
a very small excess error level.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this contribution we proposed a multistage multi-user detec-
tor implementing Mean-Field Annealing. It has no added com-
plexity compared to existing multistage detectors. Performance
gains of several dB’s are obtained in simulations, closely ap-
proaching the exhaustive search ML detector. We also derived a
conservative estimate on the first stage’s control parameter, which
however seems to be fairly tight. The proposed annealing scheme
is general applicable, and can be used for any choice of spreading
codes, since it is not optimised for any particular eigenvalue spec-
trum of the code correlation matrix. Though simulations show
that further improvements can be achieved in order to reach the
performance of the exhaustive search ML detector. We also, in the
light of Mean-Field Annealing, gave some explanations to why
the Clipped Soft Decision multistage detector performs so well,
and why a multistage detector with an initial linear MMSE stage
performs less well.
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